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About This Game

Strange vibrations are seen on the moon! The brave cosmonaut Ivan dresses his suit and goes straight to the moon on a scientific
expedition to find out the cause of the vibrations on the moon.

Use explosives and extract resources to improve your equipment.
Meet the lunar simulator with interesting features. The gameplay is simple, but at the same time it is fascinating and will appeal

to both adults and children.

Features:
-Beautiful graphics
-Interesting levels

-Won't get bored of the game
-Representative of the platformers which will help you pass a couple of evenings
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Love the magical feel of solving those puzzles and viewing those miniature world inside those monster's head (you can access
them by simply flipping the head to the back and open the panel). There are cute interactions, and I love the aesthetics of the
game. Puzzle isn't too hard either.

Unfortunately the Vive motion controller (not sure on the Oculus) implementation is a little clanky but not a major issue.. some
objects hard some easy great play. I gave a child her teddy bear, she gave me a land mines as a reward. Kaiju Big Battel: Fighto
Fantasy is a charming and lighthearted throwback to JRPGs of the past, substituting swords and sorcery with the wonderful
world of kaijus and wrestling. Kaiju Big Battel: Fighto Fantasy is a definite recommendation to any fans of the JRPG genre.

With eight distinct party members, tons of sidequests to do, many enemies and bosses to face and countless NPCs to talk to and
plethora of puns, Kaiju Big Battel has a new surprise around every corner. Accompanying the gameplay is an absolutely bopping
soundtrack, pleasant pixel graphics and a whimsical tone that really ties everything together. Talking to every NPC and
inspecting every nook and cranny is rewarded with funny banter and the later areas in the game have some of the funniest
sequences of any game I've played.. Excellent remake. It's a refreshing game to play if you just want to relax for a few minutes.
It's pretty emotional but very short and the ending doesn't have any scenes, a choice is made and you go back to the title screen.

it would of been nice to see if she actually does eat his head or not but you never find out in the two play throughs I made.

At it's current state it isn't worth money but I am still giving it a positive ratting because I don't want to punish a devloper for
trying something new.. Not a very good game, i didn't even get to play it properly.
Key bindings didnt even work properly, could not steer the motorbike.
I couldn't use the steam overlay.
I spent my total 30 minutes of play time just trying to get the game to even work properly, and did it?
No.

Atleast i got a refund.. Broken game. Does not proceed when I found all the items, stays on hidden object scene. Tried to quit to
main menu and continue few times - item list dissapeared and I was clicking blindly. When I found all the items 3-4 times game
continued to next HO scene and same problems happened again. No point to mention oudated graphics etc.. Meh. Generic
shooter.

Also, WTF, Flash???? What is this, 2002?. I really love this game but there is on massive problem when ever i am using the
mouse to attack the game randomly locks up and only lets me fire in 2 or 4 directions i don't know why it happens but i still do
recommend play this game as it is very fun
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Neat little game. Cannot activate copy do to DRM nonsense.
Spend your money elsewhere, or wait until Capcom actually lets people play its game, whatever comes first.. This game is an
incredible and fluent combat game with...........

Oh who am I kidding?

DOA MODE ACTIVATED!. Literally the worst \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing game I have ever played. It is as broken as my
butt as soon as my mom figures out I ever played this.. Have only used this for half a dozen digital paintings, but there are two
vital things about this program that you should know:

1) This is NOT designed to replicate traditional mediums. If you're looking for Corel Paint, you're in the wrong place. In fact,
the more abstracted or impressionist you work, the brighter this program shines. This is because...

2) This program IS designed to take advantage of the DIGITAL apsect of digital painting. At its strongest, Black Ink uses
algorithems to do what would otherwise be impractical with other drawing programs. To get the most out of this program, you
MUST take advantage of that fact, otherwise you'll wind up frustrated.

Because of these two things, you must know that this program is not for every digital painting nor every digital painter. But if
want to make non-realistic paintings that take advantage of the digital nature of digital painting, this is definietely the program
to do it on.. It's fun at first, but it gets really addictive and now after the update they want you to pay for things.. What if
Minecraft had Structures, Triangles and Shapes? And what if it was in 3rd person? This game is that game, and I love it!. The
movement of your players matters. Run or Pass the ball? Plan it out on your tactical board. How much time will you have in this
turn? This is easier to determine as the posessing team since you have an advantage in dominating the course of the game,
nonetheless the defending team may have good insight and read the game.
This is a simulatenous-turn game with an abstract play field. The geometry of the field is your playground. A plan worth 5 - 10
of your minutes thinking about it is compressed into a 5 - 10 second exchange that will reveal your success.

This is the tactical 1v1 game I have been looking for. One one hand, it has the benefits of being turn-based, like board games
typically are. On the other hand, it's based on the advantages of being a computer game which is reflected in the wonderful UI
as well as in the rules and in the mechanics. I enjoy the tactical depth of this game very much.. hmm, this game is good
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